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A Wonderful Christmas Party in a Festive State of Mind
On Christmas Eve, the smell and
feel of the festival have filled up our cozy
space in TLBU with the Christmas
carols. We celebrate with peace and love
as a precious tradition and for some
junior students, this Christmas Party is
the first-time cultural experience. Thus
this fantastic party with our family
members in TLBU is the best way to
enjoy the time!
In this very special day of the year,
we rejoice the birth of Jesus, the Savior.
With a very well organized and
exquisitely designed decoration done led
by Dai Linxuan, the party kicked off
with ambience of joy and warmth.
Two Santa Claus showed up at our
event, delivering gifts to everyone. They
are senior Xu jun from China and junior
Por from Cambodia. We also enjoyed
special performance by Holy Mass
Group and very talented seniors in a
short play resembling the excerpt from
the movie Mary of Nazareth, reckoning

the early life of Jesus, Joseph and Mary.
Juniors contributed to the party with a
jolly and lovely dance and jingly
Christmas carols.
The energy and mood presented
were so infectious that the audiences
cheerfully laughed and clapped.
President remarked on our show and
performed to us a dolce and melodic
Christmas Carol Adeste Fideles. The
spirit however, not only consists of
uniting and feasting, but loving and
sharing in a deep sense. We are
embraced by this festive state of mind
and determining to achieve the ethics of
giving and sacrifice ever since. Christmas
symbolizes the love and mercy of God
and His only son. We are grateful for our
savior and we will do our work in our life
with this coming year with our stronger
spiritual strength.
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New Year Party —— New Goals, Stronger Hope, Motivation and Confidence
In the history of TLBU family, we
are always convinced and aware that we
are special from others ever since we
realize that we are a part of this family.
Owing to the fact that, it is not just that
we physically come together as a family
but as well, we are mentally fond to one
another throughout the time when we
spent together from the first footstep we
mark. Particularly, on 31st December
2013, we celebrated yet another
tremendous occaion, New Year’s Eve
party. The thing that makes this event far
more special was, our beloved President
decided to stay and celebrate on this
precious day with us before he took off
for yet another TLBU mission in United
States. The Party started at 8 o’clock in
that night. While each table was filled
with foods offered by President to further
brighten the joy and happiness. His
presence on the very day means a lot to
each one of us since we’ve all been quite
distanced from our actual parents and
family.
Subsequently, to make the event
more memorable deep down in our
hearts, President first kicked off his
warm-hearted speech to welcome the
New Year. To begin with, he simply dug
out the long-lost history of TLBU, then
came along with one and only hope of
h i s l i f e t i m e ’s e f f o r t s f o r m o r e
achievements in TLBU mission, he
mainly elaborated about TLBU Future

mission, the Three
Business Projects. Firstly,
TLBU Global System
and TLBU-Onnuri
International Law Firm,
under the vision of
president, TLBUOnnuri International
Law Fir m has been
successfully established
in December 2013,
whose owner is the
TLBU former student.
This law firm will firstly starts off its
walk with 11 Korean lawyers and some
international legal experts. Accordingly,
we will recruit and train 15 Korean
lawyers for 5 months every year in the
next 5 years continuously to operate an
efficient international law firm in Seoul,
at the same time to operate TLBU
international law firm in Washington
DC, NY-NJ and Paris.
Secondly, TLBU Global System
and International Trade, TLBU Inc. is
located in the capital city of Korea,
Seoul and Infant King Management
LLC, United States of America. This
trading system currently focuses on
introducing a few potential items in its
designated markets. Thirdly, TLBU
Global School and Inter national
Program for Chinese Children, this very
project is currently still in recruiting
progress and is established for sole

determination which to provide special
academic experience for those recruited
children to be well-equipped with all the
qualities that they need to make their
dreamy future possible. Later that night,
all seniors and juniors are allowed to
express their diverse thinking and
gratitude.
Lastly, we welcomed the New Year
with the everlasting spirit of TLBU
Alma Mater to start off the New Year
with even stronger hope, motivation and
confidence. Without any doubt, we just
know that we are proud to be a part of
this remarkable Family and we pray for
its prosperity.

Written By:
VIREAK Pakrinhapich's
(Entering Year 2013)

The way, The Truth and The Life —— TLBU Memory
It has been more than six years
since I graduated from TLBU in Seoul
in July 2007. With the support of dear
President, I had the chance to further
study in Paris and got another Master
Degree in Paris 1 University (La
Sorbone).
As a rural boy from remote area of
China, TLBU is always considered as
the turning point for my life. It is the
training in TLBU that enables me to be
INFANT KING FAMILY NEWS

better and better in my daily work. In
2012, I had the chance to deliver an
E n g l i s h S p e e c h i n W TO a s a
representative of Chinese Government.
When I was on the stage facing
representatives from more than 100
countries and regions, I thought of our
Field Study in WTO. Until now, I still
remember the scene that President
regulately practiced French with us in
order to improve our French before

departure for Paris. Several years later, I
had the chance to negotiate with
Switzerland for China-Switzerland Free
Trade Agreement. Although the official
language of negotiation is English, my
French helped me to fully understand
the intention of the counterpart and
make our negotiation strategy. (The
representatives of Switzerland talked
privately in French).
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It is the teaching from President
that guides me to overcome hardships
and make progress in my life. “Hard
working, regular life, physical exercise”,
those frequently mentioned words by
President are still in my mind and put
into practice, although sometime
partially. Not until recently I learned a
little bit Latin, I understand the Latin
inscribed on the front gate of TLBU
building. "PAX DOMINI SIT SEMPER
O M I N I B U S " ,
(Peace of the Lord is always with all).
I still remember the words of
President, “Don’t be the slave of money,

don’t be the slave of power.” The
everlasting meaning of President’s
teachings is far more than this.
My eternal memory about TLBU is
about President, about friends, about the
beautiful campus, is about the way, the
truth and the life.
2014, Brand new start. Sincerely
wish dear President, TLBU, Alumni ,all
the best!

Written By: CAI Xiongshan
(Entering Year 2005)

Alumna DAI Liu visited TLBU in Seoul
On December 24th, alumna DAI
Liu who g raduated from China
University of Political Science and Law
and was enrolled into TLBU Graduate
School in 2003, came back school for a
visit. Like a father having his beloved
daughter back home, President Lyou
welcomed senior DAI Liu with a warm
hug.
During the meeting, President Lyou
introduced the new development and
achievements of TLBU in recent years,
especially the well-operated international
trade and the fast-developed structure of
TLBU. President also asked alumna DAI
Liu regarding her current affairs and
encouraged her to achieve her goal as
well as our TLBU mission.
President said that alumna DAI Liu
was the youngest student in class 2003,

and she was one of the most brilliant
and promising students. Not only did she
handle well in studying laws, but also
earned herself an Accounting certificate,
and currently she is working in a Korean
Bank. Alumna DAI Liu talked about her
career and
recent situations of her
classmates. She said they really miss
those days that they stayed in TLBU,
and they have been cherishing much the
friendships they have for each other and
the deep love for TLBU. She hoped that
she could contribute more to achieve the
TLBU mission.
The meeting lasted around one
hour, and Alumna DAI Liu brought a
delicate Chinese tea set as a gift for
President, wishing him a healthy and
happy life.

Written By: TANG RUI
(Entering Year 2012)

TLBU
Family
Picture
Wall
Members of Holy Mass Group in the Christmas Party.
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Vietnamese alumna Nguyen Thu Hang, entering year
2012, contacting alumni and collecting photos for
Infant King Family News.
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Chinese alumni with President in Shanghai, China.

Cambodian Alumnus TAING Leangchhoung (entering
year 2012), the text editor of Infant King Family News.

Chinese alumnus Zhang Long (right, entering
year 2011) and Song Qinyi (entering year 2012).

NOTICE:
The Family Picture Wall will freshly
introduce around 10 alumni pictures
in the every up-coming issue.
Photos collected by: Qu Zheng, Zou Mingjun,
Xu Jun, Aisah Feika, Nguyen Thu Hang.
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Chinese alumnus HE Bo (entering year 2012), the
supervisor and text editor of Infant King Family News.
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